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Georgia Boot Updates Iconic Eagle Light Collection
NELSONVILLE, Ohio – Georgia Boot’s lightest general work boot collection,
Eagle Light, is now available in stores and with expanded offerings for men and
women.
“We usually introduce new collections with mostly men’s styles, but we were so
excited about the Eagle Light, we thought it would be a mistake to not offer it to
women as well,” said Jordan Gottke, marketing manager for Georgia Boot.
“Once you put on a pair, you might forget you are wearing work boots; the
Eagle Light collection won’t weigh you down and the patented Comfort Core
footbed will keep you comfortable all day long.”
The lightweight, oil-resistant Eagle Light outsole is unique because it provides
ultimate comfort while offering maximum stability with its extended base. The
collection also promotes cooling with a moisture-wicking lining and a perforated
Comfort Core footbed that helps circulate air beneath the foot.
The Eagle Light collection includes six-inch lacers and a pull-on style for those
seeking an easy-on, easy-off boot. The suggested retail prices for men’s styles
range from $139.99 to $169.99. The women’s six-inch style is available in both
soft toe and composite toe with suggested retail prices of $129.99 and $139.99.
For over 75 years, Georgia Boot® has been a
leader in the work footwear market. Based in
Nelsonville, Ohio, the company manufactures and
markets quality work and outdoor footwear. The
company's products are available in nearly 3,000
retail and catalog outlets. It is a division of Rocky
Brands, a publicly traded company on NASDAQ®
under the symbol: RCKY. For more information visit
follow us on Twitter, @GeorgiaBoot, or Facebook
facebook.com/GeorgiaBoot.
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Georgia Eagle Light Specs:
!
!

Full-grain leather
Lace locking eye hooks

!

Comfort Core footbed

!
!

Dri-Lex moisture wicking lining
Flexible Opanka Construction

!

Composite toe on select styles

!

Self-cleaning oil resistant PU outsole
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